Combo Classes
(student must be appropriate age by Sept. 2017, except for Starlets and Little Stars)
Starlets & Me (45 minute) for Ages 18 months – 2 1/2years
Parent/child movement program which uses props, music and dance activities to encourage creativity. The
class is 30 minutes and parents participate in the lesson, making it both a bonding experience and the best
introduction to dance imaginable. Basic dance skills are introduced and the focus of the class is to develop
physical coordination, and a sincere love for music and movement.
Little Stars (45 minute) for Ages 2 ½ years - 3
a forty five-minute introductory dance class that is unique and valuable in the dance industry. The secret to
the class is that it is structured and fun! It contains ballet, tap, and creative movement. Young dancers
learn the necessary steps while learning how to follow direction and imitate movement in a positive
environment. Engaging music is used to get these little dancers inspired to dance. The use of props such as
“dancing bears,” hula hoops and maracas, enables the young dancers to use their imagination, creativity
and, most of all, have fun
Twinkle Tots (1 hour) for ages 3 - 4 ½
A combination class of tap, ballet, and tumbling, with an emphasis on creative expression. Each class
blends basic dance skills, creativity, coordination, musicality and rhythm. Physical exploration and tons of
fun are discovered with creative exercises that teach traditional dance concepts in non-traditional ways.
Dazzlers (1 hour) for Ages 4 ½ - 5 ½
Tap, ballet, tumbling, as well as an introduction to some basic jazz elements are presented using the joys of
creative expression, which develops more effective learners as well as artistically motivated. A gentle but
more structured curriculum is implemented at this level as your child becomes ready for more traditional
training.
Kinder Stars (1 hour) for Beginners
Tap, ballet, and jazz are taught to give students a well-rounded base and a chance to explore all dance
forms. The combo class attempts to balance structured dance training with creative concepts, so the class is
fun while also being educational. This class is a great foundation for future study.
Tot Hop Combo (1 hour) for Ages 3-6
This energetic dance class will incorporate Hip Hop, and Tumbling basics. This is either a great second
class or for those who want less structure and more movement.
Pop Musical Theater for ages 4-6, 5-7, 6 & Up
A fresh approach for children who may be new to the theater world. A mix of new and old pop musicals
and movies will be introduced through song and dance. A performance oriented class that introduces the
performing arts through dance, creative drama, and vocal concepts. Kids can stretch their imaginations
while becoming a more confident and creative individual.

Single Subject Classes
Ballet (5 & Up)
The basic foundation of all dance forms, it teaches proper placement, carriage, grace and poise. Ballet is
highly recommended as a complement to other classes because the terminology and placement learned in
ballet quickens advancement in other classes.
Jazz (5 & Up)
Teaches students contemporary styles of movement. The exercises in Jazz teach and develop the ability to
move, isolate and control parts of the body. Jazz is an exciting form of dance and follows the rhythmic
beat of the music.
Tap (6 & Up)
Tap class combines dance with rhythmic foot patterns. Students learn coordination of feet and musical
rhythms in a way that is both challenging and fun.
Hip Hop (5 & Up)
Hip Hop is the latest in popular street and videos moves put into combinations that are fun and exciting.
Students work on placement, style and technique while learning a modern funky and contemporary jazz
style.
Lyrical (7 & Up)
Lyrical dance incorporates popular music into the elements of jazz, ballet and modern dance. Our classes
teach dance movements in combination with song lyrics to convey the emotion of a song's lyrics.
Dance Team Prep (9 & Up)
Prepares dancers for grade school, college, and professional level dance teams. Dancers learn upbeat jazz
and hip hop combinations while developing their flexibility, technique, and performance skills.

